S³M:CAMPAIGN NOTES:
SOURCE COMPARISONS:
	Age of Sail:
●England=Confederacy
     Scotland=UKT
     Ireland=FRS
●Spain/Portugal/Moors(?)=OKU
●Venice=Kyahnt
●France=TCC
●Holland=RPI
●Carribean=Outworlds
●Barbary Coast=Coreward OKU-controlled space, known for weak control
●Far East=?
●Turks=TCC
●Gold=Brin/Elerium
●Tobacco=?
●Doubloons=Gylae
●Carrier Pigeon=Telepath
●Coach=Hovercoach
●Horse=Personal Hover-vehicle
●Matchlock weapons=Slugthrowers
●Wheellock weapons=Laser weapons
●Flintlock weapons=Blaster weapons
●Catholics=P-Church
●Protestants=U-Church
●Jesuit=Blackcoat(?)
●Medici=[Kyahnti Banking Co]
●The Plank=Airlock
●Oars=A-Mat Thermal Rockets
●Lateen-rig=Polarity Drive
●Square-rig=A-Mat Pion Rockets
●Steam?=GravWave
●# Masts=Jump Capacity
●Shallow-Draft=Aerospace capable
●Swivel Guns=Point Defense Turrets
●Pilot=Navigator
●Pilot's Rutters=Black Box
●Storm/Hurricane=FTL locks-on to mass of interstellar dust rather than intended destination; ship comes out in the middle of the dust cloud, destination partially/fully obscured, debris possible (comet, asteroid, little rocks, etc.).
●Reefs/Shoals=Asteroids, KBO's, orbital debris, etc.
●Rivers=Atmo
●Coastal region=Star System
●Deep Ocean=Deep Space, between systems
●Run Aground=Accidental Re-entry
●Doldrums=Stellar destination obscured (by dust clouds)
	1980's Cold War:
●OKU=Soviets
●CHW=USA
●RPI=NATO Europeans
●TCC=Islamic Countries
●Kya=Israel
●Submarine=Undetectable
●Depth Charges=Proximity mines
●Sonar=Lidar
●Noisemaker=Decoy
●Bermuda Triangle=Grey Sector
●All-out nuclear war=Ozrahdi invasion
	Lord of the Rings:
●Elves=Tharê, Praexthin
	Rivendell=Tharê
	Lorien=Praexthin
●Mordor=Ozrahd
●Dwarves=Kyahnt
●Men=CHW
	Gondor=CNB
	Rohan=USA?
	Firefly/Serenity:
●Reavers=Sk'ran

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY NOTES:
	Tech Level:
●Overall TL:10. Lower class is TL9, middle-class and military is TL10. A given TL can use higher TL tech, but cannot maintain or reproduce it.
	Elerium: Nearly all technology of the entire galaxy revolves around a synthetic heavy element referred to by Terrans as Elerium, or Brin in the Ozrahdi tongue (lit. "essence"), the processed form of Silima ore (a term used by the Ozrahdi for millenia, although not of Ozradhi origin), a mineral naturally occurring only in planets of older star systems in the galactic core. It must be refined in microgravity. Once processed, E-115 is gold-colored, super-heavy and soft (like gold), having a specific gravity of 21.22 and weighing 1324.4lbs per cubic foot. It is generally stored and transported in rods, .15m dia (≈6"), 1m long (.624cf); one rod of fuel-grade E-115 weighs 825lbs (.41T). Generally transported in 1x.45x.45m crates of 9 weighing 4.77T. Raw Silima ore is much less dense and heavy, and is a phosphorescent greenish-gold color (Ref:Kryptonite). It is processed into several variants, including fuel-grade, industrial-grade and weapons-grade; E-115 derivatives are used as a medium for all gravitic manipulation technology and advanced beam weapons, and are used extensively in power-storage technology and explosives. Some byproducts of the refinement process are a powerful drug, called Silimanji, that can have effects that include temporary psionic abilities, depending on the users' biological makeup (among Terrans, it is referred to as "spike" when mixed in small doses with other Terran drugs). As a result, Elerium is the most sought-after substance in the galaxy, and is the basis for the galactic economy.
	Power: Power is universally derived from mutual annihilation of anti-matter, fueled by E-115. 
	Heat: Exposed Radiators Switch in use. Power Plant systems generate 1 Heat Point per Power Point. [Beam Weapons. Engines. Distance from sun effects, solar flares. Reduction: Radiators, Liquid Coolant, Air-Cooling]
	Power Plant:  All use A-Mat PP @TL+1. Elerium-115 is used as fuel. Solar panels are in common usage, at appropriate TL, to assist during recharging or to run systems in case of PP failure. Consumes .001sT of fuel-grade Elerium per Power Point per hour.
	Maneuver Drives: 
●Terrans: TL+2 Total Conversion Torch; uses heavy-water(D2O) for reaction mass, which is consumed at a rate of .5sT per day (24hr) per engine at full burn. Water is recycled, and used as coolant as well as for life support purposes. Terran drives also require a power point to operate (1 point for all engines).
●Kyahnt: TL+1 Reactionless (Polarity)
●UKT: TL+0 Reactionless (Force Propeller)
●Others: TL+1 Reactionless (Force Sail)
	UKT Force Propeller units are fixed-power unidirectional, having many units facing along different axes, sometimes swivel-mounted
	RPI Force Sails are fixed-power omnidirectional, and use many smaller units that are opened as necessary to control amount of thrust
	OKU/TCC Force Sails are variable-power multidirectional; TCC uses flippers (Ref:Vorlons), OKU uses “wings”
Stardrives:  FTL is universally enabled by what Terrans refer to as a Correspondence Drive, which uses Holtzmann-wave principles to "fold space" into a single relative point and then unfold it, leaving the vessel in a new location. The drive consists of a "core" (that includes a significant amount of Elerium at its heart), specialized sensors to acquire the destination, and a focusing device to lock it in (referred to as the "aperture"). Travel is basically instantaneous, and requires a huge amount of power.  
	Astrogation: FTL travel is a complex four-dimensional process, and despite the best efforts of modern theorists, is still more "art" than "science", requiring a great deal of intuition on the part of the astrogator (not unlike using "Kentucky windage" for a long-range rifle shot). The vessel's current location must be accurately fixed, the destination must be acquired visually using specialized sensors, and a complex galaxy model program is used to aid acquisition and to predict needed adjustments based on distance and movement. To date, scientists have not been able to devise a computer that can astrogate automatically.  
	The size of the drive's aperture and the available power determines the reach of the drive. The farther away the destination is, and the more the star's light is obstructed or distorted by gravity, magnetics, uncharted stellar objects, etc., the greater the margin of error on arrival (the slightest inaccuracy can set the vessel days, weeks or even months away from the destination within the destination system). Correspondence drives can be difficult to control, and frequently will inexplicably lock-on obstructions near the LOS (especially nebulae and, more often, dark nebulae, for some unknown reason). This is always inconvenient, and can be dangerous. As a result of the inherent danger of miscalculation, most spacers will only use proven, well-checked, guild-certified courses. Spacer legends abound about careless spacers using unproven courses and never being seen again. A reliable from-scratch course may only be computed if the Astrogator has complete up-to-date charts of the region. Often-used and user-modified courses are kept on the astrogator's blackbox, which experienced astrogators keep a closely guarded secret. Astrogation skill is M/VH, and only taught to an elite few. Some accomplished astrogators sell their work for a high price, making some of them quite wealthy and famous.
	Natural jump gates, or wormholes, are spatial anomalies that act like a magnifying lens, allowing much longer jumps at safer margins of error. Oftentimes, a course will incorporate several wormholes in a chain, to further increase the effect. Wormholes are relatively common, although rarely useful, and new useful wormholes are an exciting find.
	It is possible for a single vessel to create a Holtzmann wave large enough to encompass other vessels along with it, for towing purposes and such, but power requirements tend to make it more efficient for each vessel to have its own stardrive (except in the case of some small or fighter-craft).  A tandem-jump is generally only attempted when the vehicle being towed either has no stardrive, or its stardrive is non-functional; otherwise, the operation is performed as a parallel jump.  Gearing up for a tandem-jump requires a Chk:Engineer(Stardrive)-1(±size mod difference); Fail=stardrive burnout.
	Map Obstacles: Route descriptions should include a "Malfunction" number indicating its difficulty (e.g. 16 if course is completely unobstructed (rare), 14 if course goes through the core systems or 12 if course is obscured by nebulae or similar phenomena).  If the die roll equals or exceeds the Malf number, the drive has locked onto the wrong target and the vessel will emerge in the wrong location (GM determines the exact nature, based on course description if available).  
	Astrogation Mechanics: Any of these conditions can be made into a Technique.
●Insystem Navigation: To reach a particular in-system destination, Chk:Navigation(Space)+3 (in-system Navigation checks are easy) and Piloting/Shiphandling (both at -4 if performed by the same person on a "capital" vessel); (worst)Result=±2% to trip time per point (Crit=±1d Result). Average travel time between in-system destinations can be assumed to be the distance from the star to the farther destination, in AUs.  For more detail: the minimum separation is the difference between the two orbit radii, and the maximum separation will be the sum of the two orbit radii. The two planets (or whatever) will reach the shortest and longest point once each within the faster planet's year-cycle -one will be at half the year from the other. At any other point in the cycle, actual distance can be adjusted accordingly.  The GM can roll a d% to randomly determine the current separation percentage, and a d2 to determine whether it is increasing or decreasing. Compute travel time by distance (in AU) using the chart/formula on S132. As a Technique, this can be improved to a maximum of Default+2.
	Jump Windows: The location of optimal jump windows for a given destination depends on distortion caused by local gravities and stellar activity along the line of sight. Minimum distance for a jump window is 3 AU+(Stellar Radius(AU)x2). Actual distance to the window can shift radically over a relatively short time for many natural reasons (check per week, for changes). To find the actual distance (in AU), roll 1d6; 1=2d4+1, 2=2d6+1, 3=2d8+1, 4=2d10+1, 5=2d12+1, 6=2d20+1
●Fix Position: Assumes a guild-standard blackbox and guild training.  Chk:Astrogation; Succ=position is fixed within close enough tolerance to plot a course; Fail=-1 to course per -2 result.  Modifiers include +1 for a familar (or home) system.  As a Technique, this can be improved to Default+2.
●Existing Course: Assumes a guild-standard blackbox and guild training, and the vessel is at the recommended jump-off point. The attempt takes a base of 30min to lay-in the course.  Each course description includes a difficulty modifier (how tricky it is to lock-in the system) and a "Malf" number (the presence of LOS obstructions). Chk:Astrogation ±[mods]; must designate a destination (planet, station, jump-off point, etc.) within the target system.  Modifiers include +1 @<¼ Reach, -1 @½-¾ Reach, -3 @¾-full Reach, -5 @full-1¼ reach (max); if the vessel is not at the recommended jump-off point but is still in-system, -1 for 1hr, and a further -1 per doubling (-2 @2hr, -3 @4hr, etc.); standard Risk, Equipment and Time modifiers. Result(abstract)=final position in-system (relative distance (Pc)) x .001 AU from destination ±(result x10% (10% min)); cSucc=10%, regardless of actual result (other effects @GMD); cFail=see Astrogational Errors. If needed (@GMD), a single/double-clock check (1d12 (x2)) may be used to determine direction from destination.  If the die roll equals or exceeds the "Malf" number, the vessel is diverted, regardless of skill. This is the basic skill, and cannot be improved as a Technique, although individual penalties may be reduced as individual Techniques, up to Default level.
●Parallel Jump: The Astrogation solution for a single ship may be passed on to other ships in a convoy.  In such a case, the Astrogation check is made at a further -3, and all ships in the convoy must be close together (-3 to -5 depending on how spread out the convoy is).  As a Technique, this cannot be improved above Default.
●Blind Jump: Blind jumps to a particular destination (when the destination is totally obscured) use pure intuition, and are at a base of -10, plus distance, Time and Equipment modifiers.  Jumping blindly to "anywhere but here" is also at -10, but either the Astrogator or GM picks a random target (location/distance) and treats it as a "wrong system" result below.  Blind jumps are at -2 Malf (for known courses) or a new (randomly determined) Malf.  As a Technique, this may be improved no higher than Default-5.
●Diversion Recovery: If a vessel is diverted by a course-hazard, the course will have to be re-plotted, or a new course created.  If the Astrogation check succeeded but was diverted anyway, the vessel is still basically on-course; treat as existing course at the current range.  If the Astrogation check failed, the course must be created from scratch from the vessel's current position (at +2 for mFail).
●New Course: Assumes guild-training, complete charts of the area, a guild-standard black-box, and requires a base 100-(EffSkill x5)hrs.  (Sct)Chk:Astrogation-10 ±[mods]; Result=course difficulty ±1 per ±3 result; cFail=cannot plot course; mods include -1 per 500Pc (or fraction), +2 for being on-site, and standard Equipment and Time modifiers.  Starting Malf number is determined by GM (arbitrated or randomly determined (10+1d6)), and is improved separately.  Once plotted, it is considered "untested" until it is actually used; the GM may say the Character has a good or bad feeling about the new course, but he won't really know until it's been tried.  Once it has been used, the difficulty and Malf number is known, and it is considered "existing".  Even a generally crappy course will still be usable, and it may be improved upon later.  As a Techinique, it may be improved up to Astrogation-5.
●Improve Course: Works generally like plotting a new course.  Astrogator must choose to adjust either difficulty or Malf.  When attempting to adjust difficulty, check as for plotting a new course; Succ=+1 improvement; xSucc=+2 improvement; cSucc=+2 improvement and +1 Malf; cFail=Astrogator cannot improve the course (or other result @GMD).  Attempting to improve Malf by finding a better way around obstructions requires a check as for plotting a new course; Succ=+1 Malf; cSucc=+2 Malf; cFail=cannot improve the course.
	Astrogational Errors: Time-lost(abstract)/off-position on normal Fail, as described above; cFail=wrong system (GM arbitrates or determines new destination randomly using Grenade Scatter (distance in 100Pc); re-roll Astrogation check for system position, based on available destinations in target system), or must take evasive action to avoid hazard (danger-close to planet(oid) or comet, in the middle of asteroid field or meteor shower, in the gravity well of planet or black hole, etc.), the nature of which is determined by the GM (arbitrate, or determine randomly); if new position is not currently charted, a new course must be plotted. If the vessel is diverted, the GM may arbitrate or randomly determine the nature of the diversion. Once the immediate situation is dealt with, a new course must be set-in from the current location.
●Dust Clouds: The most common "unintended" destination, as they are sometimes difficult to see or predict. A vessel caught in any cloud may be blind (visibility anywhere from 10-1000km); some particularly nasty clouds are inhabited by asteroids, protostars or stellar debris that can damage or destroy a vessel. A vessel caught in a nebula will have to either wait for a "break in the clouds" or make a blind jump. Roll 1d6 per day (if the vessel remains still) or 4-hr period (if the vessel is moving); 1=pass through, 2=conditions ease (temporary break, thinning, debris clears), 3-4=no change, 5-6=conditions worsen (visibility reduced, debris increased). A vessel that is moving risks collision (avoidance is more or less difficult based on visibility and speed).  
	Astrogation Schools: Guild members have a +1 bonus to all astrogation checks when in the Guild's (not the astrogators') home sector.
●The Navigators: Navigators are more familiar with hazards in the Human Sector; +1 Malf on all standard courses in the Human Sector. However, Navigators are cautious about unproven courses; -1 Plotting.
●The Spacing Guild: Guildmen are more adept at avoiding astrogational hazards; Malf +1.  However, their extensive calculations take extra time; +50% time for any Astrogation check.
●The Brotherhood of Steersmen: More seat-of-the-pants than the others, training Steersmen to use their intuition to maximum effect; +2 to Plotting and Blind Jumps.  Their chaotic tendencies is passed on through their instruction; +500Pc to jump distance for purposes of calculating ETA for all jumps.
●The Calculators: OKU pilots value long reach, and are more familiar in the Ozrahdi Sector and the Core Systems; ¾+ reach is at -2 (instead of -3).  They are also more experienced with ultra-short range jumps; +1 to microjumps, only when using Ozrahdi equipment.  However, they don't respond well to chaos; -2 Recovery.
●Informal Training: Astrogators are sometimes illegally taught by (former) guild members, especially among pirate/smuggler crews or similar situations.  In these cases, they are generally less precise and disciplined; +500Pc to jump distance for purposes of calculating ETA for all jumps.  Without formal training, plotting new courses is dangerous; -4 Plotting.
●Individual Schools: Splinter groups of existing guilds, secret societies, or pirates might have their own specialties, @GMD.
	Standard Jump: Execution of a jump requires three checks, as per GT119; Piloting and Engineer checks are treated as a standard (forced) Assist check for purposes of calculating the Astrogation result. There is a slight visual distortion around the ship at both the Window and destination simultaneously, as it winks out of existence and winks in at the destination. The signature is more pronounced when viewed on gravitic detection sensors, as a torus-type wave signature around the ship that expands at nearly the speed of light, continuing for many AU's before it dissipates. This gravitic signature is shaped differently for different types of stardrive, referred to as the drive's "fingerprint," and can be used to identify an incoming ship. The ship retains velocity and orientation through the jump (actual, not relative, as per GT119). 
	Microjump: Microjumps are jumps within a given star system. Although covering much smaller distances than normal jumps, microjumps are not easier, due to mechanical constraints of stardrive technology, and depend as much on the (Stardrive) Engineer as the Astrogator. They still require a clear line of sight, which can be problematic near asteroids and such.  Generally, the longer the stardrive's reach, the more difficult it is to perform microjumps. In addition to the normal Astrogation prep requirements, a microjump requires 30min of Engineering (Stardrive) work to re-tool the aperture. ETA result=normal ETA (figured as above) or remainder /(success result) or x(failure result). It is entirely possible for a microjump to take the ship farther from it's destination. Base difficulty for a microjump is -(ship's Reach/500 (round off)).  Some smaller ships not meant to leave a system are built with stardrives that are only capable of microjumps, and their astrogators perform these jumps at +0, and do not require any Engineers' assistance. As a technique, this can be improved up to Default+3.
	Tandem Jump: It is possible to tow another vehicle through a jump, by extending the threshold to encompass both ships. This requires a Chk:Engineering to successfully tune the stardrive for the jump; Fail=drive failure/burnout.  As a result of power requirements, the effective Reach of the drive is reduced by the same percentage that volume is increased (by adding the two vehicles' displacements together).
	Reach Extension: It is possible to temporarilty extend a ships reach slightly, at a higher power requirement and risk of burning out the drive; Chk:Engineering; Succ=result x2.5% (25% max).
	Gravity Manipulation:  TL12 type (TL13, OKU).  Gravity manipulation technologies and the secrets of Silima were "given" to all the races by unknown sources.  At less than TL11 this technology is still not fully understood, but by TL11 some of the concepts are beginning to be grasped, allowing some modifications.
	TL12 Countergrav (CG) tech works by "screening" the countergrav unit from part or all gravity affecting it, needing other methods to actually propel the craft (usually A-Mat pulse drives).  The ship itself still feels the effects of gravity, but it is suspended by the CG units.  These are usually placed on the bottom or sides of then craft in a landing gear-type configuration.  TL13 (Repulsorlift) actually change "gravitic polarity", causing the craft to repel the gravity source like a like-poled magnet.  At TL9, countergravity is primarily available for Capital-scale and Fighter-scale, and is available at Vehicle-scale at TL10
	Anti-Gravity Generator (AG) coils are usually placed on or near left and right sides with overlapping fields so as to equal out the pull and avoid things drifting toward the center of the craft.  A more expensive method is Grav-Gen plates producing an evenly distributed field.
	Lateral Gravity Compensators (G-Comp) are usually set with a split-second delay so the movement of the ship can be felt slightly.  Axial G-Comps are usually set to screen all but a fraction of acceleration  so movement can be felt slightly.
	Standard Combination Components:  Ships almost always use the following combination components: Stardrive serves as axial G-Comp; CG/AG unit serves as AG or CG (selective), and lateral G-Comp (constant).
	Force-Fields:  All shield technology is 2x cost, including force swords.  All Force Fields and Deflectors are semi-transparent, gold-colored (Ref: Dune), and distort visibility somewhat into and out of the field.
●OKU have omni-directional vehicle-scale shields/deflectors.  Deflectors are velocity-limited, giving no PD vs. melee weapons (except force swords).  Force swords are available at TL11.  Uni-directional vehicular shields/deflectors are generally  used in pairs, one on either side, and may be angled to protect either the front or the rear.
●Kazha ships use older uni-directional shields/deflectors.  Personal-scale uni-directional deflectors are available.  
●RPI have uni-directional vehicle-scale deflectors only, although personal-scale deflectors are just becoming available.  
	FTL Communication: N/A, by courier only
	Communications:  Most communications gear can detect the race of the speaker through voice-patterns, and may identify the speaker specifically if appropriate databases are available.
	Sensors:  Bioscanners and Chemscanners operate as per "hard science" options, per SP70.  This also applies to bio or chem functions of multiscanners.  Vehicular Chem/Bioscanners have 1% listed range.
	Computers:  Computers jump +2 Complexity/100x storage capacity per TL, rather than the standard +1/10x.  All except Terrans are -1TL in computers.
	Data Storage:  CHW uses 3.5"dia flat circular CD-type disk, usu. w/ cover; ARS, Kyahnt use a 2" cube; UKT uses a crystal a la B5 ; ChiCom uses a .5"x3" crystal rod ; OKU uses a 2" metallic sphere w/ ring-type retracting handle.  Capacity is per UT or UT2.
	Holographics:  Holograms require a glass or clear plastic "screen" (generally curved) to project onto.
	Nanotechnology:  Nano-tech is too complex and precise to be of widespread industrial use until TL12 (Technomancers).  Ozrahdi (TL11) have available nanotech at 3x cost.
	Living Materials:  Bioplas is unavailable until TL11.
	Weaponry:  Power Cells in effect at double the weight, D-E cells for weapons are belt/backpack mounted respectively.  
●Vehicle-scale weapons (including man-portable heavy weapons) are available at intro-TL, personal scale one TL later.  
●Beam weapons are equivalent to TL4 Black Powder weapons.  Max RoF for any beam weapon (UOS) is ~2 (due to slight firing delay); full-auto does not currently exist, except with gatling-type multibarrel weapons.  BW have a tendency to overheat which is aggravated by rapid firing (not allowing the weapon to cool between shots); maximum Malf is Crit at RoF 1/3, and adjusts one step down per additional RoF adjustment at introduction TL; overall reliability improves by a maximum of one step at next TL.  Treat malfunctions as for a Level 1 Autofire Conversion (UT22).  Malf is raised to Ver(Crit) for all Beam Weapons, regardless of RoF, while in space due to the extreme cold (since malfunctions are primarily heat-related), and malfunctions that do occur are usually something other than overheating.  Produces a significant amount of waste heat during normal firing, making them hard to hide from IR sensors.  
●"Concussion Guns"; BW equivalent of shotguns
●"Wind-up" BW's (Ref:MinReport); slower to fire (RoF:1/2), but more-or-less infinite charge, variable power (like pump pellet gun); each Turn spent in a Ready maneuver, charging the weapon, provides it with a +2 damage (convert to dice, when applicable); SK:RapReload can shorten this requirement (see BPW)
●Personal-scale blasters available at TL11, vehicle-scale at TL10, plasma blasters available 1 TL earlier, omniblasters available at TL11
●Xray, Gamma lasers ineffective in atmosphere -divide range by 1000 in atmosphere, multiply by 100 in vacuum
●Charged particle beams ineffective in vacuum, neutral particle beams ineffective in atmosphere.  Man-portable or aerospace units typically have selectable settings.
	Ships: Ships are too expensive to be mass-produced in any way, and are custom built, usually commissioned by corporations or government agencies (primarily the military) and the occasional multi-millionaire.  They are, however, common enough that pretty much any Joe Spacer can end up with one in spite of the high price tag, either by inheritance, capture or salvage.  
	Ship Reference:
CHW=B5-EA
TFR=Aliens/B5-EA mix
USA=Aliens
OKU=B5-Minbari
	Capital Ship Profile:  USA, TFR, MF, CNB and Chi-Com prefer head-on engagements; all others prefer side-on
	Capital Spacecraft vs Aerospace:  USA, TFR, MF and CNB are orbital only, except cutters or patrol craft; all others are re-entry capable
	Warships:  USA, MF, CNB, ARS and ChiCom use full-size carriers;  OKUand RPI use squadron carriers; UKT has no dedicated carrier, all capitals carry fighter complement; Kya have no dedicated carrier; TFR uses battlecarriers, no battleships; USA has one battlecarrier
	Undetectables (Submarines):  Composed of exclusively non-ferrous metals and composites (reducing the magnetic signature), have advanced emission cloaking systems, chameleon skin coverings, and are geared to run for long periods without artificial gravity. Chi pioneered this type of vehicle. Terrans  followed with their own, in response to the constant Tohre-Chi pirate threat. Undetectables are used only by Chi-Com and some Houses of the CHW.
	Courier/Mail ships:  Dedicated courier/mail vessels, if not part of an express "chain", typically carry extra Energy Banks, enough for more than one jump, to save layover time
	Ownership:  In OKU or ChiCom, military officers are "granted" a ship as a reward for service in a sort of co-ownership, position often may be bought.  In Chi-Com, an individual may challenge the current owner-captain and win a ship by defeating him.
●CHW: Corp (non-warships) or Gov't (warships), as per 17th cent.  Captures property of Captain or Corp, depending on the contract, military captures always property of the military.
●Kya:  Corp/Civ, some small system defense craft owned by Gov't.  Captures property of Captain or Corp sponsor, depending on contract.
●RPI: All shipping owned and operated by the Spacing Guild.  Captures property of the Guild.
●OKU:  Gov't, although a ship will typically stay within a particular family.  Captures property of Gov't sponsor, often "given back" as a commendation.
●TCC:  Gov't. Captures considered property of Captain but pass on to Gov't when that Captain retires or dies.
	Identification:  Ozrahd do not name ships, although the CHW has "code" names for Ozrahdi warships, markings are individual, gaudy and generally change with ownership; ChiCom ships named after its captain, considered the same entity
	Misc:  
●Ozrahd have perfected a thought-controlled steering system, Ref: Firefox.  Must be able to think in Ozrahdi Common in order to use.
	Medical:
●Cloning full bodies at force-growth speeds is unavailable, although individual organs may be grown at a somewhat accelerated rate, and full bodies may be grown at normal speed.  Braintaping is unavailable.
●The technology for cryonic suspension is widely available, but not widely used, due to an old pirate tactic of hitting a ship quickly before the ship's computers can wake everyone up, and in the OKU, an distrust of automation. 
●Cancer cure readily available
●Spike: smoked (usu. combined with another smokable substance, hence the name) or taken orally, doses are ver small, very expensive, illegal in most GalNats as of 2248 (science prior to 2248 has yet to link AND to its use).  Causes temporary sometimes-beneficial brain tumors (Ref: Phenomenon).  Multiple doses at once (per dose) grant duration +100%, as well as increasing the HT penalty by -2.  Unless otherwise specified by GM, latent abilities should total +50pts and psychosis should total -50pts.
	Carbon Based:  Causes euphoria, gives Enhanced Time Sense, must make HT-5 check, hallucinations or other weirdness on failure, psychosis on Crit Fail, latent abilities become active on Crit Succ, effects last HT-8 hrs (psychosis or latent abilities are permanent), very mentally addictive.
	Silicon Based:  Skin tingle, must make HT-4 check, ±1IQ per 2 succ/fail, awaken latent abilities on Crit Succ (Ver.Crit), permanent IQ loss on Crit Fail, effects last HT min
	Phosphorous Based: No obvious effect, must make HT-3 check, ±1IQ and PR per 2 succ/fail, awakens latent abilities on Crit Succ (Ver.), stunned for duration on Crit Fail, effects last HTx3 min, rumored to cause severe psychosis and other health problems, but not scientifically proven
●AND:  A relatively new phenomenon, believed to be caused by long-term handling of raw silima, although studies are inconclusive and preventative measures have been little help.  Early symptoms include shaking, paranoia and general craziness.  Symptoms worsen quickly, usually resulting in victim "going postal."  Most subjects die by violence before the full course of the disease is reached, aggravating research attempts.  by 2248, it is known that AND is directly related to spike usage, resulting in the ban of the drug.
●Phosphorous Pills: Dietary supplement for phosphorous-based organisms in lieu of a proper dietary source.  Coated in a substance that prevents them from being ignited in contact with air.  Ignite when smashed or broken open (and in contact with oxygen). 
	Technology, by GalNat (TL10):
Confederated Human Worlds(CHW) (Overall):
●TL8/9 gear still more common than TL10
Federation of Rising Suns(FRS): TL10
●Electronics generally 1-step better @$; photonics commonly available
United Kingdoms of the Tharê(UKT): TL10
●Distinctive "chainsaw" monowire utility shortsword/cutlass in universal military use
●Primary method of motive thrust in small and capital craft is the ForceCoil (Ref:Hovercraft “pads”-Matrix); generates velocity 360° along the edges.  Does arc in most atmospheres, and does produce a kinetic wake.
●Slugthrowers (inc. gauss) going out of style, becoming less common
●Photonics replaces electronics
Præxian Empire(RPI): Respublicõ Præxiõ Imperatoriõs
●Mostly Advanced: TL11 tech not readily available
●Retarded (TL9) in a Science: Computers 
●Quantity over quality, military tends toward less expensive solutions
●TL11 gear is widely available to special forces and such, considered "highly sensitive"
●Primary method of motive thrust is the ForceSail (Ref:TIE panels); generates velocity in the forward along the edge (may be reversed).  Does produce a kinetic wake, but does not arc in atmosphere.  Considerably more efficient and damage reisistant than Tharêan design, with a generally larger “sail” surface area.
●Extensive use of 'droid troops
●Slugthowers are primarily E-Therm type
Tohre-Chi Combine(TCC):  TL10
●Modern
●Some experimental TL11 tech becoming available on a limited basis
●Advanced (TL11) in a Science: Stealth (BT), Cybernetics (BT)
●Retarded (TL9) in a Science: Computers
●Retarded in an Art: All
●Chi-made goods are always waterproof
●Chi-built tech tends to be somewhat bulkier and uglier
●Primary method of motive thrust is a variation on the ForceSail, using several large “flaps” hinged at the rear mounted at the ship’s stern, that vary their thrust generation through open flap angle (Ref:Vorlons).  Does arc in most atmospheres, and does produce kinetic wake, although the external gravitic signature is generally much harder to detect.
●Chi ship design is very stealthy; slick, low-profile for atmospheric/submersible craft (Ref:B-2).  Hulls always made of EM absorbent material.  Warships tend to have a patchwork look to them.  All Chi ships are designed for head-on engagements.  External weapons designed to be “tucked” to reduce signature.  Atmospheric craft are designed to re-enter atmosphere/water in reverse.
●Nearly all aerospace and air/watercraft are submersible
●Waterproofing/hydrodynamics at 1/2 cost
●Cyberwear cost is lowered 25%, obvious cyberwear availability increased by one step
●Cryonics unavailable
●Slugs are nearly exclusively liquid-propellant type
Ozrahdi-Kazha Union(OKU):  TL11
●Advanced: TL11 tech available, but TL10 still quite common
●Advanced in an Art: Visual Arts
●Advanced in a Science: Ergonomics (BT)
●Retarded (TL9) in a Science: Computers, Robotics, General Automation
●Quality over quantity, aesthetics and ergonomics over function 
●True automation is rare, no "automation" discount available.
●Ozrahd export TL9-10 antiques at greatly exaggerated (as new) prices.  Exports generally only sold to ARS or UKT reps
●TL11 goods not for sale to outsiders, incurring extreme penalties for violators.  
●"Flamberge" force swords available, no extra effect, double cost
●Force swords are toys for nobility and are in common, but not official use
●Slugthrowers rare
●Way too confident in shield technology
Kyahnt:  TL10(early)
●Slightly Retarded: TL10 tech not readily available
●Military is fully TL10
●Advanced in a Science: Magnetics (BT)
●All magnetism-based products can be had at 1/2 cost or +50% effect
Makke:  TL10(early)
●Slightly Retarded: TL10 tech not readily available 
Arrodi:  TL5/9
●Primitive
Voggor:  TL3/9
●Developing
Sk'ran: TL9
●Bio-tech (Ref:HalfLife)
●Ships are patchwork, merging available wrecks/captures with biological space-creatures; Ref:FFly-Reavers

CULTURAL NOTES:
	Universal Standards:
●Hospitality tradition
●Honor tradition
●Constellations
●Think their race is the center of the universe
●Spirit world, demons
●Std "right and wrong" beliefs
●Craves freedom
●Swords 
●Effective predators respected
	Tactics:
●Tohre-Chi, Ozrahd always attempt to scuttle a crippled ship, to avoid it's capture and subsequent study
	Entertainment:
●Grav-Ball - zero G hockey/lacrosse/soccer
●Yacht racing - Terra Cup, very small space yachts with no engines, only solar sails
●Terran Olympics - held every 4 years on Terra, Summer at Greece, Winter at Anchorage, open only to humans.  Neo-humans excluded.
●Scavenger Black - Most popular group in Confederation, mixture of hip-hop, reggae, and metal with elements of blues & soul thrown in.  You either love them, or you hate them.  Rotating line-up; no one can stand lead vocalist for more than six months.
●Art Fags everywhere consider Ozrahdi art to be the pinnacle of sentient artistic development.
Fashion:
●The qeue back in style, almost universal with business-types, no powdered wigs though.  Other 1700's influences can be seen in fashion.
●A "suit" consists of a long waistcoat-type jacket, mid-thigh length, with cravat
●Spacers can usually be identified by their wearing mag-boots
●Flash Hazard; popular serial-vid character, a mix of Kirk and Crichton who does everything by the seat of his pants at insane risk...the epitome of better-lucky-than-good.
●Chronicles of Riddick=long-standing Præxian myth
	Religion:
●PChurch and UChurch long time rivals, at times openly hostile
	Myth and Superstition:
●Although noone knows for sure where the greys come from, they have been traced to a particular point in space within the "Grey Sector", from which explorers have never returned
●Not uncommonly, spacers believe that the blackness outside during a jump can drive someone mad.
●Some believe Dark Nebula to be sentient and malicious, or at least behave as if it is so
	Miscellaneous:
●Banks and such will not risk electronic currency passed between worlds due to the ease of tampering.  Cash only.
●As humans spread out, accents became more distinguishable
●Smoking in vogue (a la 20's-30's) due to readily available cancer cure.
●Overweight people are not unusual, but truly obese are practically nonexistent, as obesity is easily fixed.
●Prescription eyeglasses/contacts are practically nonexistent, as poor eyesight is easily fixed.

POLITICAL NOTES:
OKU:
●Ref:Dune, CofRiddick
●Ozrahd extensively use subjugated races in their bureaucracy:  Von-Chaah as administrators, Boellann as entertainers (f) and security or hazmat(m), Pakzrüch as grunts/labor, Kazha as advisors, Stroggos as spies.
●It is whispered that the Ozrahdi emperors do the bidding of a Kazha puppetmaster
●OKU Skunk Works is working on an "instantaneous" FTL drive and is making significant progress
●OKU scientists are obsessed with artificially developing Psi powers
●"Lifelike" androids, regardless of apparent race, are LC-0 (quite illegal), due to past infiltrations
●Psis are super-restricted
●Ozrahd "worship" the Precursors, greys are "angel" messengers from the Precursors.  Part of P-Church doctrine declares the Ozrahdi people to be the rightful rulers of the galaxy, called the Divine Right (=Monroe Doctrine)
●Ozrahd, through PChurch influence, consider family to be of utmost importance, to include past family members.  Everything is arranged by family.  When someone gets a job, he gets it for the whole family.  Areas are ruled by families, not just one member (although there is normally a single family leader).  This is why PChurch is so influential in the FRS.
RPI:
●Ref:Mandalorians-KotOR
●The CMI has no separate military branches
●Used to use android-assassins against OKU and implicate the Tohre-Chi; has begun to use android spies in the CHW and Kyahnt systems
ChiCom:
●Ref:Mangalores-5thE, Necromongers-CoRiddick
●Widely rumored that the Emminh-Rhi are the real leaders of the Chi-Com
●Chi fear cryo-sleep, although Rhi may have their own pods on a Chi ship
The Confederacy:
●Ref:EA-B5
●Ship Names: (CSS) per B5; Greco-Roman historical/mythical heroes 
●Uniforms: Ref:NewBSG, w/ B5-type color scheme
●Hanging has made a comeback as the primary method of execution.
FRS:
●General tendencies: Japanese=white collar, bureaucrats; Hispanics=blue collar, lower classes
●FRS upper class is dominated by PChurch, lower classes by UChurch
●Ship Names: Historical/mythical generals, historical/mythical heroes/figures, old-world places
CNB:
●Ship Names: per British tradition (HMS)
●Uniforms: Ref:SW-Empire, w/ 17-1800's coat
MP:
●Ship Names: per German tradition, with the addition of Arabic figures
●Uniforms: Ref:SSTroopers
TFR:
●Ship Names: Ancient Civ Leaders, Ancient Sites, Countries/Capitals (TFS); Civ: (often) Explorers
●Group of radical psis responsible for deaths of multiple gov't officials are to be put to death, defendants claim a "Star Chamber" of insane tepes is actually running the gov't
●Uniforms, Ref:FFly-Alliance
UKT:
●Ref:Peacekeepers-FScape
●Tharêan military rank by "Circle"
●Lack of military funding has seriously hampered the Sk'ran operations in Aritchert and Netermest systems, officials scrambling to reallocate funds and 2 Pharoahs are openly suggesting appealing to the CHW council for aid
●PChurch holds more influence here than UChurch, although the Old Gods trump them both.
●Refer to the Kings as "Great House," and therefore refer to other political leadership/nat as "House [X]"; "house" reference has caught on with other CHW nats, through general cultural influence and via the Navigators
USA:
●Ref:Firefly, 5thE
●Ship Names: American Leaders/American war-sites (Ref:CMTM)/Cities-Planets-Regions; Ref:USNavy (USS)
MISC:
●Psi Guild petitioning Confederacy for additional legal rights and protections from various govts.
●Mining Guild undergoing drastic leadership reshuffle
●Acquired Neurological Disorder (AND) begins striking humans and neo-human, especially miners & anyone dealing with raw silima.  [Fatal 70-85% of the time; not yet linked to raw silima but is caused by exposure to it.  Causes victim to "go postal"
●The reality of cyber-psychosis is still being hotly debated.  Anti-cyber people are still pushing for controls, and eventually making it illegal.  Cyber=guns
●VR=alcohol/smoking?
●Knives and shortswords common among spacers; more common combat knives tend to be a bit larger than TL8; shortswords are usually cutlass-type
●Shotguns the more common slug weapon with spacers
The Kyahnt:
●Largely privateer Navy, very few military-owned ships. 
●Mandatory 1-Kyr military service, can be easily avoided.
●Kyahnt have been organizing the GPO to avoid being attacked by other nations. The wealth of the Kyahnt people is a prime target. The government is afraid of Ozrahdi lust for riches and conquest and and expects the Pax Præxi to break down at any time.  Leaders have been repeatedly accused of selling their souls to the Terrans in exchange for protection. Most Kyahnt believe that the Terrans will not hold up their end when the time comes.

GALAXY LORE NOTES:
The Society (Technomancers)(-5):
●TL12, technology is based on heavy use of Merlinium
●Mostly unknown, widely rumored
●Based in the Hatihekai system, using rumors of total Sk'ran infestation to keep secret
●Before the Exodus, all technomancers were Tharêan
●Thaamuni technomancers responsible for the Terrans current TL, in concert with the Reticulans
●Number of Technomancers has tripled since the Exodus
●Society is the power behind the Navigators, and is responsible for protection of the monopoly
The Universal Church (U-Church)(+5):
●Universal Church elects new leadership (Pope?), begins preaching a return to older standards and continued attempts at conversion (ongoing in Praexthin & Outworld), expands power of Blackcoats
●Field-ministers dress Ref:Shepherd-FFly; Priests wear semi-catholic std., sometimes with U-Church medallion 
●Blackcoats(-5)
The Ozrahdi Church of the Precursors(P-Church)(+5):
●Uniform?
●Advisor in every Ozrahdi court
[Ninja](-3):
●Several clans
●Stealth vessels
●Based in ARS
●Occasional ARS sanction
●Not Yakuza
[Thieve's Guild](-1):
●Local groups only
[Pirate Brotherhood](-1):
●Very watchful of the UKT and USA, due to their prosecution of the Anazadi pirate cartel
●Anazadi=Sang Brotherhood?
Vonchaah Liberation Movement (VLM)(-3):
●An underground Von-Chaah freedom movement attempting to monkey-wrench the OKU bureaucracy
Praexian Rebellion(+3):
●Rebel leader=Charles Stuart
●Leader is also of Quinkaelios bloodline
[The Ozrahdi Illuminati](-3):
●Experimenting on humans to create a psi-army, using spike
The Telepath Guild(+5):
●Out of 10 psis, 5 are Empath/DangerSense only, 3 are tepes, and 2 are "more than tepes"
●Guild Empaths have replaced the use of polygraph/thermal lie-detection when Guild help is available
●Mostly Tepes, not much commercial use for others
●Hired for negotioations and sales, a la B5
●(-3) Splinter group called Black Omega, star-chamber-type illuminati wannabes, ruthless
Rakashkka(-3):
Yautja(-3):
The Navigators(+5):
●Navigator's Guild descended from early Tharêan practice, where only a few were specially schooled (a la martial arts).  Tharêan taught the Terrans and Kyahnt, to assist in their war with the Sk'ran.  Individual schools are identified in the way they circumvent certain obstacles, leading to much debate (and conflict) over which is better.
●(-3) Secretly suppressing Astrogation technology and knowledge, so as to maintain their monopoly.  Non-Guild astrogators are debunked and defamed so their work is not trusted, while Guild members are touted as the best thing since FTL.  Dangers of using unproven courses are played up in the media and spacer legends.  Members adhere to a strict code, are sworn never to reveal the Navigators' secrets, and are hunted down like dirty, filthy animals if they break that oath (although publicly denying the practice).  Would-be apprentices must be presented to, and approved by the Navigators.
●Blackbox technology incorporates some technomagickal elements that are impossible for "modern" tech to replicate
●Commercially available astrogators must be licensed, "officially" due to the danger of bad calculations, "unofficially" due to Guild manipulation of the gov'ts.
●Individual CHW states are secretly attempting to shake off the Navigators' monopoly by developing their own FTL technology, but have had little success to date.
●Ref: Freemasons
The Spacing Guild(+5):
●Controls all shipping-related matters in the RPI.  Military ships are run by military officers, but pilots and other bridge crew are trained and provided by the Guild.  Guild almost a gov't unto itself.
●Guild holds a lot of sway with the RPI gov't, leading some to believe that they are controlling the gov't.
The Calculators(+1):
●In OKU, astrogation performed by Calculators (=Mentats), precise as computers using only simple tools.  Calculators are specialized, and in relatively short supply.  In modern times, Kazha make up the bulk of the Calculator corps.  All astrogators in OKU are gov't employed and trained, usu. desk-jockeys, not normally shipboard crew, although some leave their job for a spacers' life.  Keep their secrets out of arrogance and self-importance.
Brotherhood of Steersmen(+1):
●TCC astrogators and pilots together, considered the same job as one nearly always can do the other, invariably Rhi or occasionally Makkosi, have an unofficial brotherhood like truckers. 

CHARACTERS:
●New Advantage: Even Tempered, +10; the opposite of Bad Tempered
●New Advantage: Gearhead, +5/Level; see Talent: Includes Armory, Electrician, Electronics Repair, Engineer, Mechanic
●New Advantage: Guild Membership, +1/+5; +1 for home sector guild, +5 for "foreign" guild (+good explanation required)
●New Disadvantage: Code of Honor (Chi), -10; Never go quietly, death before capture, respect a greater warrior, duty to challenge inferior/weak leaders, etc. -sort of like a terrorist.
●New Disadvantage: Code of Honor (Navigators), -5; see above entry
●New Disadvantage: Emotionless; Includes Low Empathy and No Sense of Humor, although not necessarily Callous.  Immune to Fright Checks, and any attempts to manipulate this character through emotion are at a -10.
●New Disadvantage: Non-Guild Astrogator, -2; basically a Bad Rep/Social Stigma; as "informally trained"; among guild-trained astrogators; all the time, as it becomes apparent.
●Revised Skill: Astrogation, M/VH, No Default; 
●Revised Skill: Mechanic/Engineer; New specializations: A-Mat Reactor, Maneuver Drives, Stardrives.
●New Skill: Astrography, M/A, IQ-5, Astronomy-2; like Geography for space.
●New Skill: Bioelectric Manipulation, P/E, DX-4; Boellann only.
●New Skill: Boellann Harmony, P/H, Singing-6; Boellann only.
●New Skill: Spacer Lore, M/A, IQ-5; miscellaneous knowledge about the galaxy and the creatures that populate it, may specialize.
●New Specialties for medical skills:  Carbon-Based Biochemistry, Silicon-based Biochemistry, Flourine-based Biochemistry, Phosphorous-Based Biochemistry.  Also may specialize per individual species.

SOCIAL STATUS & COST OF LIVING:
-2	Homeless						$200
-1	Poor							$600
 0	Joe Average					$1,200
 1 	Research Engineer, Corp Staffer, Gov't Worker, Miner	$6,000
 2	City Mayor, Multinat Official, Mine Colony Director	$24,000
 3	Planetary Baron, System Governor			$120,000
 4	Nat'l Bureaucrat, Senator, Min. Media Figure		$1,200,000
 5	Corp Board Member, Corp CEO			$12,000,000
 6	Nat'l President, Ambassador to GPO, Maj. Media Figure$120,000,000
 7	Multinat CEO, GPO President, Top Media Figure	$1,200,000,000

